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The hypothesis that the brain constitutively encodes observed manipulable objects for the actions they afford is still debated. Yet, crucial
evidence demonstrating that, even in the absence of perceptual awareness, the mere visual appearance of a manipulable object triggers a
visuomotor coding in the action representation system including the premotor cortex, has hitherto not been provided. In this fMRI study,
we instantiated reliable unaware visual perception conditions by means of continuous flash suppression, and we tested in 24 healthy
human participants (13 females) whether the visuomotor object-directed action representation system that includes left-hemispheric
premotor, parietal, and posterior temporal cortices is activated even under subliminal perceptual conditions. We found consistent
activation in the target visuomotor cortices, both with and without perceptual awareness, specifically for pictures of manipulable versus
non-manipulable objects. By means of a multivariate searchlight analysis, we also found that the brain activation patterns in this
visuomotor network enabled the decoding of manipulable versus non-manipulable object picture processing, both with and without
awareness. These findings demonstrate the intimate neural coupling between visual perception and motor representation that underlies
manipulable object processing: manipulable object stimuli specifically engage the visuomotor object-directed action representation
system, in a constitutive manner that is independent from perceptual awareness. This perceptuo-motor coupling endows the brain with
an efficient mechanism for monitoring and planning reactions to external stimuli in the absence of awareness.

Key words: action representation; awareness; continuous flash suppression; functional magnetic resonance imaging; object manipula-
tion; tools

Introduction
The neural network involved in the encoding, storage, and retrieval
of manipulable object knowledge comprises left-lateralized premo-

tor, parietal, and posterior temporal cortices (Johnson-Frey, 2004;
Lewis, 2006; Caspers et al., 2010; Ishibashi et al., 2016). Visual
perception of manipulable objects activates this visuomotor,
object-directed action representation system (OAS), despite the
absence of motor task requests (Chao and Martin, 2000; Grèzes et
al., 2003; Canessa et al., 2008; Macdonald and Culham, 2015). A
neurophysiological basis for this brain response is provided by
canonical neurons, located in the ventral premotor and anterior
intraparietal cortices, that fire upon visual presentation of ma-
nipulable objects (Gallese et al., 1996; Murata et al., 1997).

A controversial issue is whether visuomotor tool coding is
triggered even under subliminal (Kouider and Dehaene, 2007),
unaware perceptual conditions. Previous studies using continu-
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Significance Statement

Our brain constantly encodes the visual information that hits the retina, leading to a stimulus-specific activation of sensory and
semantic representations, even for objects that we do not consciously perceive. Do these unconscious representations encompass
the motor programming of actions that could be accomplished congruently with the objects’ functions? In this fMRI study, we
instantiated unaware visual perception conditions, by dynamically suppressing the visibility of manipulable object pictures with
mondrian masks. Despite escaping conscious perception, manipulable objects activated an object-directed action representation
system that includes left-hemispheric premotor, parietal, and posterior temporal cortices. This demonstrates that visuomotor
encoding occurs independently of conscious object perception.
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ous flash suppression (CFS; Tsuchiya and Koch, 2005) have
found conflicting results (Ludwig and Hesselmann, 2015). A
seminal fMRI study by Fang and He (2005) showed significantly
reduced responses for both tool and face stimuli under CFS in the
ventral visual stream, but preserved tool-specific activation in the
dorsal visual stream. Behavioral picture priming experiments
also provided evidence compatible with the view that suppressed
tool stimuli engaged the dorsal visual stream (Almeida et al.,
2008, 2010). Other fMRI studies instead reported suppressed ac-
tivation in the dorsal visual stream for unawarely processed tool
stimuli (Hesselmann and Malach, 2011; Hesselmann et al., 2011;
Ludwig et al., 2015), as also reflected by the lack of decoding
sensitivity (Fogelson et al., 2014; Ludwig et al., 2016) in a multi-
variate pattern analysis (MVPA). Ludwig et al. (2016) showed
decodable tool versus face brain responses under CFS, though in
the ventral, not in the dorsal visual stream.

A fundamental caveat of fMRI studies on unaware processing
of manipulable objects so far is that they restricted their focus on
posterior occipitoparietal regions, thus disregarding the essential
role of the left premotor cortex, and thereby of the whole OAS as
an integrated network, in manipulable object processing. Our
fMRI study was specifically aimed at evaluating the recruitment
of the OAS during the processing of subliminally presented pic-
tures of manipulable objects (MOs) versus non-manipulable ob-
jects (NOs), with specific neuroanatomical predictions based on
a meta-analysis on tool-related cognitive representations (Ishi-
bashi et al., 2016). Ishibashi et al. (2016) distinguished between
functions related to the planning and execution of actions di-
rected toward tools, and functions related to tool identification.
We adopted this distinction in testing the core hypothesis of our
study: unaware MO processing, compared with NO processing,
should specifically engage the OAS, defined as including the brain
regions implicated in object-directed action processes, namely
the left ventral and dorsal premotor, and the left inferior and
superior parietal cortices (Table 1). Our predictions on the brain
regions exclusively involved in object identification, namely the
bilateral fusiform gyrus, and left occipitotemporal cortex, were
instead more nuanced (i.e., either no differences, or stronger ac-
tivation for NO vs MO), because there is mixed evidence with
respect to the specificity of these brain regions for either tools or
non-manipulable objects such as faces, animals, vehicles, and
buildings (Chao et al., 1999; Ishai et al., 2000; Whatmough et al.,

2002; Saccuman et al., 2006; Wierenga et al., 2009; Bracci et al.,
2012).

We determined the subjective perceptual threshold in 24
healthy human subjects, with a CFS paradigm, requiring subjec-
tive rating along a perceptual awareness scale (PAS; Ramsøy and
Overgaard, 2004). During fMRI, we then used the same paradigm
but with a new set of pictures reflecting manipulability (MO, NO)
and contrast (5 incremental levels: 2 levels below, 1 level at per-
ceptual threshold, 2 levels above). A null-stimulus reference base-
line served as an objective control for the true absence of
perception. We assessed whether the OAS specifically responded
to MO following a “subliminal” activation amplitude profile, i.e.,
stable activation across the five incremental contrast levels, indi-
cating unaware processing. The subliminal profile was evaluated
against either a “linear” profile, i.e., activation increase with con-
trast, and a “step” profile, i.e., drop of activation below perceptual
threshold (Fig. 1). A subliminal response in the OAS was also
sought through MVPA: positive evidence would be provided by
MO versus NO activation decodability both below and above
perceptual threshold.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty-five Italian native speakers volunteered in the ex-
periment. One participant did not comply with the task and was dis-
carded from the analyses. All 24 included participants (13 females, mean
age 22.09 years, SD � 2.19) were right-handed (mean score 0.95, SD �
0.07) according to the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Eye domi-
nance was evaluated for the CFS task (Fig. 1A) by means of the Miles test
(Miles, 1930): 4 participants were left, and 20 right eye dominant. All
reported no history of neurological, psychiatric, or developmental diag-
noses. They gave written consent to participate in the study after receiv-
ing a careful explanation of the procedures. The study was approved by
the Ethics Committee of the San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milano,
Italy.

Experimental stimuli. We used pictures of items belonging to three
different semantic categories: MOs, NOs, and living entities. MO and NO
pictures were used for fMRI stimulation, living pictures for the pre-fMRI
behavioral session.

All original pictures were high-resolution colored photographs, pre-
senting a full shot of the depicted item in isolation, on a white back-
ground. The majority (85%) of pictures was drawn from the Bank of
Standardized Stimuli (Brodeur et al., 2010, 2014), whereas the remaining
pictures (15%) were retrieved by internet search. MO (70 pictures)
included objects whose specific function is performed through manipu-
lation with either one or both hands, such as utensils and musical instru-
ments. NO (70 pictures) included objects whose specific function
typically does not involve hand manipulation, such as buildings and
seating furniture. Living entities (100 pictures) included animals and
plants. The shapes of the selected pictures were roughly matched across
categories for their elongation (Sakuraba et al., 2012): for instance, a
violin (MO), a park bench (NO), a heron (Living); a basketball (MO), a
stool (NO), a butterfly (Living).

We ran a rating study on the set of pictures to collect rating norms for
visual complexity (Brodeur et al., 2014), and for two different manipu-
lability measures (Salmon et al., 2010), that is, graspability and presence
of functional motor associations. For each norming dimension, a distinct
group of subjects rated all pictures on a 7-point Likert scale (1 � “low”,
7 � “high”). Visual complexity (5 rating subjects: 2 females, mean age
23.75 years, SD � 0.77) resulted balanced across the three semantic
categories (MO: mean � 3.73, SD � 1.06; NO: mean � 3.84, SD � 1.10;
Living: mean � 3.73, SD � 0.73; Kruskal–Wallis �(2)

2 � 1.103, p � 0.576).
In turn, the two manipulability measures resulted unbalanced, reflecting
the specificity of MO, as opposed to NO and Living items: graspability (5
rating subjects: 3 females, mean age 23.52 years, SD � 0.27; MO: mean �
6.58, SD � 0.49; NO: mean � 2.80, SD � 1.38; Living: mean � 3.13,
SD � 1.10; Kruskal–Wallis �(2) � 148.948, p � 0.001); functional motor
associations (5 rating subjects: 4 females, mean age 24.30 years, SD �

Table 1. Center coordinates for small volume familywise error correction for
multiple comparisons in the set of regions for tool-related cognition, as revealed
by the meta-analysis of Ishibashi et al. (2016)

Brain region (Brodmann area) �area,
cytoarchitectonic probability�a OAS

MNI coordinates, mm

x y z

L ventral premotor cortex (BA 6) Yes �50.3 6.3 30.7
L superior frontal gyrus/dorsal premotor

cortex (BA 6)
Yes �20.6 �4.4 62.2

L inferior parietal cortex (BA 40) �area
PFt, 64%�

Yes �45.7 �31.7 44.8

L superior parietal cortex (BA 7) �area 7A,
67%�

Yes �23.4 �61.1 60.9

L lateral middle temporal gyrus/middle
occipital gyrus (BA 19/37)

No �47.8 �65.1 �1.8

L fusiform gyrus (BA 37) �area FG3, 83%� No �28.0 �46.0 �15.9
R fusiform gyrus (BA 37) �area FG3, 85%� No 33.6 �50.5 �12.1

Our neuroanatomical predictions were targeted to the premotor and parietal regions in this set, constituting the
OAS. Occipitotemporal regions, which in the same meta-analysis were identified as contributing specifically to
object identification, were also tested. L, Left; R, right.
aAreas and cytoarchitectonic probabilities according to www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox.
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0.78; MO: mean � 6.70, SD � 0.30; NO: mean � 2.39, SD � 1.07; Living:
mean � 1.80, SD � 0.54; Kruskal–Wallis �(2)

2 � 153.882, p � 0.001).
To make the stimuli suitable for the CFS task, we submitted all pictures

to a customized image processing pipeline. First, all pictures were
converted to black and white images, using ImageMagick 6.9 (www.
imagemagick.org, RRID:SCR_014491). Second, the mean brightness
value of each picture was adjusted to the overall mean brightness value
calculated over the entire picture set, using MATLAB R2011a (Math-

Works, RRID:SCR_001622). Third, we increased and equalized the
contrast of all pictures by means of contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE; Pizer et al., 1987) using Python 4.2 (www.python.
org, RRID:SCR_008394). Fourth, the image contrast was normalized
across the entire picture set, again using MATLAB R2011a.

With this normalized picture set, we then proceeded to generate the
full gradation of image contrast levels required for our implementation
of the CFS task (Fig. 1), which is based on the evidence, exploited for

Figure 1. Experimental procedures. A, A single trial of the CFS task, with the presentation of a single picture at a given contrast level, overlaid by random texture masks flickering at 10 Hz. After
a short interval, the participants reported a PAS score, reflecting their stimulus’ subjective awareness level. The trial structure was identical for both the behavioral and fMRI sessions. B, In the
pre-fMRI behavioral session, all masked stimuli belonged to the Living category. Each participant was presented with five trials for each of 21 image contrast levels, from full invisibility (�50%) to
full visibility (�50%), with 5% increments. We plotted the number of responses (blue circles) with a PAS score of 3 or 4 [PAS(3,4)], indicating high to maximal subjective awareness. We then fitted
a sigmoid function (see Materials and Methods), and used its point of inflection to define the subjective perceptual threshold. Six contrast levels were then set to be used in the fMRI session: a
void-of-object baseline (Empty), two contrast levels below perceptual threshold (Thrm2, Thrm1), one at (Thr0), and two above (Thrp1, Full). C, In the fMRI session, the masked stimuli were either
MOs or NOs. We looked for MO-specific BOLD responses that fitted: (bottom right) a subliminal, as opposed to a step or linear, profile of activation as a function of contrast [i.e., activation both below
and above perceptual threshold (PT)]; (bottom left) a subliminal as opposed to a step profile as a function of PAS [i.e., activation both with and without subjective awareness (SA)].
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instance in the breaking-CFS task variant, that stimuli with higher con-
trast emerge more promptly from suppression (Yang et al., 2014). For
this purpose, we used GIMP 2.8 (www.gimp.org, RRID:SCR_003182) to,
first, replace the white image background with gray color (RGB values:
128, 128, 128), and second, to progressively modify the object contrast by
5% incremental/decremental steps. This yielded, for each picture, a gra-
dation of 21 different image contrast levels (Fig. 1B), ranging from �50%
(i.e., full absence of object) to �50% (i.e., full visibility).

Finally, again using ImageMagick 6.9, we applied a red-channel hue to
the full set of black and white images of 21 contrast levels, thus generating
the final pictures that were presented to the nondominant eye during
CFS (Fig. 1A).

As for the masks presented to the dominant eye, we created a texture of
small rectangles of different sizes and different gray color shades, chosen
to roughly match the visual characteristics of the to-be-suppressed object
pictures (Yang et al., 2014). We randomized the position of the rectangles
to generate 20 different mask exemplars. These were then colored with
ImageMagick 6.9, by applying a cyan-channel hue (Fig. 1A).

CFS task. The CFS task was organized as a series of consecutive trials,
with trial structure identical for both the pre-fMRI behavioral and fMRI
sessions (Fig. 1A). In both sessions, we used Presentation 18.3 (Neurobe-
havioral Systems, RRID:SCR_002521) for stimulus delivery and behav-
ioral response collection.

In each trial, a single object picture was presented for 1600 ms. During
the same time interval, overlaid on this picture with 50% transparency
(� blending), we presented a series of flickering masks at a frequency of
10 Hz. For each trial, 16 masks were randomly drawn, without replace-
ment, from the pool of 20 available exemplars.

After a variable within-trial interval (randomized duration of 1375,
1875, or 2375 ms, in 4:2:1 proportion), the participants were presented
for 1000 ms with the display “1 2 3 4”, and had to press one among four
available buttons, according to their subjective visual perception of the
stimulus. Before task administration, the participants were instructed
and trained (by means of a few trials with explicit feedback from the
experimenters) to associate each of the four buttons with a correspond-
ing PAS (Ramsøy and Overgaard, 2004) rating level. The four rating
levels indicated increasing levels of subjective stimulus perception, from
lowest to highest: 1, no experience; 2, brief glimpse; 3, almost clear image;
4, absolutely clear image. PAS scores have been found to be highly pre-
dictive of the level of performance in visual identification of subliminal
stimuli (Sandberg et al., 2010), and to be concordant with objective
measures of awareness (Cul et al., 2007).

We intentionally avoided questions assessing objective stimulus per-
ception, since these could bias visual object processing, by making the
focus on the object’s semantic category or features explicit. Importantly,
we nevertheless included a null contrast condition (void-of-object
Empty baseline; Fig. 1) that constituted an objective control of absence of
perception. The null contrast condition was used as a reference both in
the behavioral and fMRI data analyses.

The between-trial intervals had a randomized duration of 2875, 4125,
or 5125 ms (in 4:2:1 proportion).

Dichoptic stimulus view was instantiated by equipping the partici-
pants with red-cyan anaglyph plastic goggles (Carmel et al., 2010). The
participants wore the cyan lens on the dominant, and the red lens on the
nondominant eye, thus establishing effective suppression of the red-hue
object picture.

Psychophysical assessment of perceptual threshold. In a pre-fMRI behavioral
session, performed on a laptop computer (Fig. 1B), every participant was
presented with 105 consecutive CFS trials. Only pictures of Living entities
were included in this session, to avoid pre-exposure with MO and NO pic-
tures underlying the fundamental neuroimaging research questions.

Presentation 18.3 was coded such that, for each participant, the 100
Living available entities were randomly ordered in a list: the entities were
then sequentially taken from the list, and assigned in batches of five to 1
of 20 image contrast levels (from �45% to �50%). This effectively in-
stantiated a draw without replacement of each item in the available pool
of 100 Living pictures, with an equal number of items for each contrast
level. Additionally, five stimuli with �50% contrast level (void-of-object
baseline) were also taken. The total number of 105 picture stimuli were

then presented in semirandomized order, each stimulus in a separate CFS
trial.

For every participant, we plotted for each of the 21 image contrast
levels the number of responses (possible range: 0 –5, given 5 trials �
contrast) with a PAS score equal or 	3 [PAS(3,4) score], indicating high
to maximal subjective awareness of visual stimulus perception (Fig. 1B,
blue circles). Using nonlinear least-squares estimation in MATLAB
R2011a, we then fitted this PAS(3,4) score and calculated the parameters
(L, R, i, W ) of a psychometric sigmoid function f:

f � L � 
R � L�/�1 � exp ��
x � i�/W�,

where: x � Contrast level, L � left horizontal asymptote (initial value � �
0), r � right horizontal asymptote (initial value � � 5), i � point of
inflection (initial value � � 2.5), and W � width of the rising interval
(initial value � � 1). The estimated point of inflection i was taken as a
reference for the subjective perceptual threshold, defined as the first
Contrast level above the point of inflection (Fig. 1B).

fMRI experimental design. In the fMRI CFS task (Fig. 1C), only MO
and NO pictures were used. We factorially manipulated the two factors
Manipulability (2 levels: MO, NO) and Contrast (5 levels: Thrm2,
Thrm1, Thr0, Thrp1, Full). Four levels of the Contrast factor were indi-
vidually tailored for each participant, based on the estimated subjective
perceptual threshold. Two of the tailored contrast levels were below
threshold (Thrm2 � Threshold �25%; Thrm1 � Threshold �10%),
providing subliminal stimulus presentation. One contrast level was at
threshold (Thr0 � Threshold), and one was above threshold (Thrp1 �
Threshold � 10%). The fifth contrast level was fixed for all participants
as the maximum available contrast (Full). A null contrast control condi-
tion, namely a red square devoid of any objects, was also included for all
participants (Empty). The Thrm2, Thrm1, Thr0, Thrp1, and Full con-
trast increments/decrements were chosen to roughly correspond to a
logarithmic scale, on the basis of which we expected an approximately
linear increase of PAS score responses (Ludwig et al., 2016). However,
one participant had a perceptual threshold corresponding to the �35%
contrast level, and the contrast levels below threshold had thus to be
tailored to a narrower range (Thrm2 � Threshold � 45%; Thrm1 �
Threshold � 40%). Another participant had a perceptual threshold cor-
responding to the �40% contrast level, and we therefore set the contrast
level above threshold to a narrower range (Thrp1 � Threshold � 45%).

In the MRI scanner, the CFS task was performed in two separate fMRI
acquisition runs. For this reason, the available pool of 70 MO and 70 NO
pictures was equally divided in two lists, each one containing 35 MO and
35 NO pictures. Presentation 18.3 was coded in such a way that, for each
fMRI run, based on a semirandomization of the list of 35 MO and 35 NO
pictures that was invariant across participants, batches of 7 MO plus 7
NO pictures were drawn without replacement in sequential order and
assigned to each Contrast level (Thrm2, Thrm1, Thr0, Thrp1, Full, in this
exact order). Visual complexity, graspability, and functional motor asso-
ciations were kept balanced across, respectively, the five batches of 7 MO
and five batches of 7 NO pictures (Kruskal–Wallis �(4)

2 tests, all p 	 0.17).
Additionally, seven stimuli with �50% contrast level (Empty baseline)
were also taken. In this manner, all participants were presented with
exactly the same depicted objects for every Contrast level, although the
specific image contrast applied varied according to the individual per-
ceptual threshold (e.g., for level Thrm1, image contrast �20% for Sub-
ject 03, and image contrast �5% for Subject 04). For each of the two
fMRI runs, the selected 77 picture stimuli were then presented in semir-
andomized order, each one in a separate CFS trial.

Given this semirandomization procedure, and the CFS trial structure
described above (CFS task section), the stimulus presentation resulted in
a fMRI event-related design, with semirandomized stimulus presentation
order (same randomization for all participants), and variable within-trial
and between-trial intervals.

The order of the within-trial and between-trial intervals was determined
by OPTseq2 (surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq, RRID:SCR_014363), to
maximize the hemodynamic signal sensitivity of the event-related design.

Before the experimental fMRI runs, a brief fMRI training session was
administered to each participant, to verify that the participant complied
to the task instructions and requests.
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MRI data acquisition. Neuroimaging data were acquired on the same
day of the psychophysical perceptual threshold assessment. MRI scans
were acquired with a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva whole-body MR scanner
(Philips Medical Systems) using an eight-channel sense head coil (sense
reduction factor � 2). Whole-brain functional images were obtained
with a T2*-weighted gradient-echo, EPI pulse sequence, using BOLD
contrast (TR � 2000 ms, TE � 30 ms, flip angle 85°). Each functional
image comprised 34 contiguous axial slices (4 mm thick), acquired in
interleaved mode (field-of-view � 240 � 240 mm, matrix size � 128 �
128). Each participant underwent two consecutive functional scanning
sessions, each comprising 313 scans, preceded by 5 dummy scans that
were discarded before data analysis, and lasted 10 min and 36 s. A high-
resolution T1-weighted anatomical scan (three-dimensional spoiled-
gradient-recalled sequence, 150 slices, TR � 7.2 ms, TE � 3.5 ms, slice
thickness � 1 mm, in-plane resolution 1 � 1 mm) was acquired for each
participant.

The stimuli were back-projected on a screen located in front of the
scanner visible to the participants through a mirror placed on the head
coil above their eyes. The participants gave PAS score responses through
an MRI-compatible fiber-optic response box with four buttons, using
their left hand. The left hand was chosen to reduce contamination of the
BOLD signal measured in the target left-hemispheric OAS. As a further
mean to make this contamination negligible, the variable within-trial
interval introduced a temporal lag between the visual stimulus and the
button press motor response, while also reducing the temporal correla-
tion between the two events.

Statistical analysis of behavioral data collected during fMRI. To evaluate
the effects of manipulability and contrast on the PAS scores measured
during fMRI, we ran a nested series of generalized linear mixed models
using R 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016; RRID:SCR_001905). We started with
the simplest model in a nested hierarchy of increasingly complex gener-
alized linear mixed models, with PAS scores as a categorical (4-point PAS
scale) dependent variable, a fixed-effect modeling the two fMRI runs,
and, as random intercept effects, the participants and the picture stimuli,
to account for between-subjects and between-stimuli variability. The
fixed-effects predictors of PAS scores were then added stepwise to in-
creasingly complex models. The fixed-effects predictors were manipula-
bility (MO, NO), contrast (Thrm2, Thrm1, Thr0, Thrp1, Full), and their
two-way interaction. All models were fit to a Poisson distribution and
with a log-link function. Each hierarchically more complex model was
tested against the hierarchically simpler model by means of a � 2 log-
likelihood ratio test (declared significance � level: 0.05) to evaluate
whether there was a significant increase in model fit, and thus a signifi-
cant effect of the added predictor.

Univariate statistical analysis of fMRI data. We used SPM12 v6685
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm, RRID:SCR_007037) for MRI data prepro-
cessing and univariate statistical analysis. The segment procedure was
applied to the structural MRI images of each participant, with registra-
tion to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space. Func-
tional images were corrected for slice timing, and spatially realigned. The
images were normalized to the MNI space, using the segment procedure
with the subject-specific segmented structural images as customized seg-
mentation priors. Finally, the images were spatially smoothed with an 8
mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

We adopted a two-stage random-effects statistical approach. The sta-
tistical analysis was restricted to an explicit mask including only the
voxels with gray matter tissue probability 	0.1, based on the segmented
structural images of each participant.

Univariate statistical analysis of fMRI activation as a function of contrast.
At the first stage, we specified a general linear model for each participant,
with the time series high-pass filtered at 128 s and pre-whitened by means
of an autoregressive model AR(1). No global normalization was per-
formed. Hemodynamic evoked responses for all experimental condi-
tions were modeled as canonical hemodynamic response functions.
We modeled two separate sessions, each including 11 regressors of
interest (Empty, MOThrm2, MOThrm1, MOThr0, MOThrp1, MOFull,
NOThrm2, NOThrm1, NOThr0, NOThrp1, NOFull), with evoked re-
sponses aligned to the onset of each trial, and duration equal to the
presentation of the masked stimuli (1600 ms). Separate regressors mod-

eled experimental confounds, including PAS score responses, aligned to
the onset of the “1 2 3 4” PAS display, task instructions, and head move-
ment realignment parameters. If present, confound regressors were also
specified for miss trials, and for trials with responses given before the
appearance of the “1 2 3 4” PAS display, thus eliminating trials in which
an anticipated motor response may contaminate the BOLD signal evoked
by masked objects. Within the estimated first-level general linear model,
we defined: (1) a set of 10 condition-specific contrasts, each with a weight
of �1 for the regressor-of-interest (e.g., MOThrm2) and a weight of �1
for the Empty baseline; and (2) a set of six contrasts, modeling the vari-
ation of BOLD signal with the increase of image contrast for MO and NO,
according to either a subliminal, a step, or a linear BOLD amplitude
model (Fig. 1C, bottom right). The contrast weights, with respect to the
order of the 11 regressors of interest specified, were the following: MO
subliminal: [�5 � 1 �1 � 1 �1 � 1 0 0 0 0 0]; NO subliminal: [�5 0 0
0 0 0 � 1 �1 � 1 �1 � 1]; MO step: [�1 �1 �1 �1 � 2 �2 0 0 0 0 0];
NO step: [�1 0 0 0 0 0 �1 �1 �1 � 2 �2]; MO linear: [�2.5 �1.5 �0.5 �
0.5 � 1.5 � 2.5 0 0 0 0 0]; NO linear: [�2.5 0 0 0 0 0 �1.5 �0.5 � 0.5 �
1.5 � 2.5].

Using the set of 10 condition-specific contrasts of each participant, we
specified a second-level, random-effects, full factorial design. The model
included the within-subjects factors manipulability and contrast (with
the Empty baseline subtracted), with dependence and equal variance
assumed between the levels of both factors. In this full factorial design, we
investigated the main effect of manipulability, and the simple effect of
manipulability for contrast levels above perceptual threshold.

Using the six contrast-to-BOLD amplitude model contrasts of each
participant, we specified three second-level, random-effects, paired t test
designs, investigating whether the activation differed between MO and
NO as a function of image contrast level following, respectively, a sub-
liminal, a step, or a linear distribution profile.

Univariate statistical analysis of fMRI activation as a function of PAS
ratings. Contrary to the analysis of BOLD responses as a function of
contrast, which rested on an equal number of CFS trials for each contrast
level, the analysis as a function of PAS ratings was complicated by indi-
vidual behavioral variability, with some participants markedly departing
from a linear increase of PAS score with increasing contrast level (see Fig. 3),
thus producing an unbalanced number of trials across the four PAS scale
levels. To minimize the problem of unbalanced statistical comparisons, the
analysis was restricted to only those subjects that responded with comparable
frequencies across all PAS levels. This amounted to reducing the sample of
participants to a subsample (n � 12), by estimating with R 3.3.2 the maxi-
mum likelihood of the individual Contrast-to-PAS linear function to a
Contrast-to-PAS linear model function, and then by ranking the partici-
pants based on the Akaike information criterion (see Fig. 3).

For this subsample of 12 participants, we specified at the first stage a
general linear model, with all parameters identical to the one modeling
BOLD responses as a function of contrast, but this time reassigning the
CFS trial events based on the PAS scores. This resulted in modeling five
regressors-of-interest, in the following exact order: the Empty baseline
(unmodified); MOPAS(1,2): all trials with MO pictures in which the
reported PAS score was either 1 or 2; MOPAS(3,4): all MO trials with
PAS score 3 or 4; NOPAS(1,2): all NO trials with PAS score 1 or 2;
NOPAS(3,4): all NO trials with PAS score 3 or 4. Within the estimated
first-level general linear model, we defined a set of four contrasts, mod-
eling the variation of BOLD signal with the increase of PAS score for MO
and NO, according to either a subliminal or a step BOLD amplitude
model (Fig. 1C, bottom left). The contrast weights, with respect to the
order of the five regressors-of-interest specified, were the following: MO
subliminal: [�2 � 1 �1 0 0]; NO subliminal: [�2 0 0 � 1 �1]; MO step:
[�1 �1 � 2 0 0]; NO step: [�1 0 0 �1 � 2].

Given the small sample size (n � 12), all second-level, random-effects
analyses of BOLD activation as a function of PAS ratings were performed
using nonparametric statistics, by means of the SnPM13 toolbox (Nich-
ols and Holmes, 2002; RRID:SCR_002092). For each small volume-of-
interest (6-mm-radius spheres centered on the coordinates indicated in
Table 1), we specified a set of two paired t test models, investigating
whether the activation differed between MO and NO as a function of PAS
score following, respectively, a subliminal or a step distribution profile.
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Declared significance threshold for fMRI univariate statistical analyses.
For all the reported fMRI analyses, the significance threshold was de-
clared at peak level p � 0.05, using a small volume familywise Error type
correction for multiple comparisons, with spherical small volumes of
6 mm radius centered on the coordinates of interest (Table 1).

MVPA of fMRI data. MVPA was performed using the PyMVPA 2.6.1
toolbox (www.pymvpa.org, RRID:SCR_006099) running under Python
2.7.13. The analysis was performed on spmT map images (Misaki et al.,
2010), obtained by re-estimating the SPM12 univariate first-level analy-
ses on preprocessed but spatially unsmoothed fMRI data. No Z-scoring,

Figure 2. BOLD as a function of contrast. A, Average (n � 24) behavioral PAS ratings for MO and NO as a function of image contrast level. Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
B, Subliminal MO-specific brain activation in the OAS and in the left lateral middle temporal gyrus as a function of contrast (n � 24). Brain activations (corrected p � 0.05; purple) are overlaid on
the small volumes-of-interest (blue spheres) and displayed on a volumetric rendering of the average anatomical image of all participants. Dot-plots indicate average BOLD responses across all
significant voxels in the activation cluster. Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. C, Subliminal NO-specific brain activation (green; all other conventions are identical to B) as a function of
contrast (n � 24, corrected p � 0.05), with significant effects in the left and right fusiform gyri.
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or averaging were applied within the PyMVPA toolbox. The analysis was
restricted to voxels within 12 mm radius spheres centered on the
coordinates of interest (Table 1), and with gray matter tissue proba-
bility 	0.1.

We trained a linear support vector machine classifier to distinguish the
MO from the NO spmT maps, based on a leave-one-subject-out cross-
validation procedure, analogous to a second-level, random-effects anal-
ysis (Ghio et al., 2016). More specifically, we performed a searchlight
analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) with 4-mm-radius spheres, and for
each sphere we calculated the mean classification accuracy across leave-
one-subject-out folds, together with the confusion matrix of predicted
against actual classes.

The significance of the classification accuracies was determined through a
Monte Carlo procedure, by randomly permuting the MO and NO spmT
map labels in each sphere 1000 times (Stelzer et al., 2013), and by then
comparing the actual classification accuracy against the random permu-
tation distribution with a declared a p � 0.005 threshold.

We report the mean classification accuracies and the corresponding
confusion matrices for the significant searchlight spheres, resulting from
the analysis of 6 spmT map sets. Three sets entered a MVPA as a function
of contrast: (1) across all contrast levels (Thrm2, Thrm1, Thr0, Thrp1,
Full), (2) across levels below perceptual threshold (Thrm2, Thrm1), and
(3) across levels above perceptual threshold (Thrp1, Full). Three sets
entered a MVPA as a function of PAS ratings: (1) across all PAS scores
[PAS(1,2), PAS(3,4)], (2) across PAS scores 1 or 2 [PAS(1,2)], and
(3) across PAS scores 3 or 4 [PAS(3,4)].

All the included spmT maps incorporated the Empty baseline subtrac-
tion (e.g., MOThrm2 � Empty).

Results
Behavioral data collected during fMRI
By analyzing the PAS behavioral responses during fMRI, we
made sure that the image Contrast level significantly modulated
the level of subjective awareness. A generalized linear mixed
model provided evidence that contrast (�(4)

2 � 233.94, p � 2.2 �
10�16), and not manipulability (�(1)

2 � 0.38, p � 0.537), was a
significant predictor of PAS ratings. The Contrast � Manipulability
interaction was not significant (�(4)

2 � 0.98, p � 0.913): for both MO
and NO, Contrast increase produced a nearly linear increase of sub-
jective awareness (Fig. 2A). Contrasts below the perceptual threshold
yielded low to minimal PAS scores, whereas those above the percep-
tual threshold yielded high to maximal PAS scores.

Main effect of manipulability
As for neural activations induced by CFS, we first evaluated the
main effect of manipulability to verify that MO induced higher
than NO response amplitudes in the OAS. We indeed found
stronger activation for MO versus NO in the ventral premotor,
inferior parietal, and superior parietal cortices. Outside the OAS,
in brain regions specifically involved in object identification, the
lateral middle temporal gyrus also displayed stronger activation
for MO versus NO, whereas the reverse effect (NO 	 MO) was
found in the left and right fusiform gyri (Table 2). We found
comparable effects of manipulability (Table 3) also when consid-
ering only the contrast levels above perceptual threshold (Thrp1,
Full), that is under perceptual conditions that genuinely reflect
the visible visual features of each object category.

Subliminal fMRI activation as a function of contrast
Crucially, we sought for evidence that, also below perceptual
threshold, MO induced stronger than NO activation in the OAS.
To this aim, we tested whether the levels of contrast modulated
OAS activation following either a subliminal (i.e., activation both
above and below perceptual threshold), a step (i.e., activation
only above perceptual threshold), or a linear (i.e., gradual activa-

tion increase with contrast) BOLD amplitude model (Fig. 1C).
The strongest evidence indicated that MO-specific processing
conformed to a subliminal model, with significant (small volume
familywise error type correction for multiple comparisons for all
reported P values) effects in the ventral premotor cortex (p �
0.008, Z(1,23) � 3.36, 30 voxels, x � �50, y � 8, z � 28), inferior
parietal cortex (p � 0.008, Z(1,23) � 3.35, 23 voxels, x � �48, y �
�28, z � 44), and superior parietal cortex (p � 0.040, Z(1,23) �
2.73, 5 voxels, x � �28, y � �60, z � 60). MO-specific sublim-
inal processing also extended into the lateral middle temporal
gyrus (p � 0.004, Z(1,23) � 3.59, 37 voxels, x � �50, y � �68, z �
�4; Fig. 2B). NO-specific subliminal activation was found in the
left (p � 0.032, Z(1,23) � 2.82, 7 voxels, x � �26, y � �42, z �
�12) and right (p � 0.001, Z(1,23) � 4.07, 18 voxels, x � 32, y �
�46, z � �8) fusiform gyri (Fig. 2C).

In the OAS, there was no evidence of MO-specific step BOLD
modulation. NO-specific step BOLD modulation was found in
the bilateral fusiform gyri (p � 0.047, Z(1,23) � 2.67, 27 voxels,
x � �26, y � �46, z � �12; p � 0.004, Z(1,23) � 3.62, 22 voxels,
x � 30, y � �48, z � �8), with a concomitant linear activation
profile in the right fusiform gyrus (p � 0.001, Z(1,23) � 3.89, 12
voxels, x � 30, y � �48, z � �8). Evidence of MO-specific linear
modulation in the OAS was limited to the superior parietal cortex
(p � 0.026, Z(1,23) � 2.92, 2 voxels, x � �28, y � �62, z � 60),
but also extended outside the OAS, in the lateral middle temporal
gyrus (p � 0.016, Z(1,23) � 3.10, 16 voxels, x � �50, y � �70, z �
�4). These two brain regions thus presented a concomitant
subliminal and linear activation profile as a function of contrast,
indicating significant activation both below and above perceptual
threshold, with relatively higher response amplitudes as the con-
trast level increased.

Table 2. Main effect of manipulability

Brain region Voxels p value Z(1,230)

MNI coordinates,
mm

x y z

MO 	 NO
L ventral premotor cortex 17 0.016 3.03 �50 8 28
L inferior parietal cortex 22 0.007 3.33 �48 �28 44
L superior parietal cortex 4 0.044 2.62 �28 �60 60
L lateral middle temporal gyrus 39 0.004 3.48 �50 �70 �4

NO 	 MO
L fusiform gyrus 18 4.1 � 10 �4 4.15 �26 �42 �12
R fusiform gyrus 21 8.5 � 10 �9 6.26 32 �46 �8

MO-specific (MO 	 NO) and NO-specific (NO 	 MO) brain activation (n � 24). All reported effects passed a
peak-level small volume familywise error p � 0.05 correction. L, Left; R, right.

Table 3. Simple effect of manipulability for image contrast levels above perceptual
threshold (Thrp1, Full)

Brain region Voxels p value Z
(1,230)

MNI coordinates,
mm

x y z

MO 	 NO
L ventral premotor cortex 36 0.074* 2.39 �50 8 28
L inferior parietal cortex 11 0.021 2.93 �50 �30 40
L superior parietal cortex 4 0.022 2.90 �28 �60 60
L lateral middle temporal gyrus 23 0.002 3.72 �50 �70 4

NO 	 MO
L fusiform gyrus 22 0.001 3.94 �24 �44 �12
R fusiform gyrus 22 4.5 � 10 �8 5.99 32 �46 �8

MO-specific (MO 	 NO) and NO-specific (NO 	 MO) brain activation (n � 24). All reported effects passed a
peak-level small volume familywise error p � 0.05 correction, except for the statistical trend (corrected p � 0.1) in
the ventral premotor cortex (marked by an asterisk). L, Left; R, right.
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Figure 3. Selection of participants for the BOLD analysis as a function of PAS. The subjects were ranked according to the Akaike information criterion (AIC), obtained by maximum likelihood
estimation of the fit of the individual Contrast-to-PAS linear function (blue dashed line) to a Contrast-to-PAS linear model function (gray line). The subsample was defined by selecting the
best-ranked subjects, until AIC discontinuity from the n-ranked to the n�1-ranked subject (horizontal line in bottom inset). Subjects 14, 15, and 23 were excluded from the subsample because they
presented higher than half-maximum (horizontal dashed line) PAS scores at contrast level Thrm1, indicating that a relatively high proportion of stimuli below perceptual threshold were actually
visible to these subjects. This left the subsample with 12 subjects. This subsample of subjects presented a comparable modulation of behavioral subjective awareness by image contrast as the whole
group (Fig. 4A), as well as comparable activation as a function of contrast both above and below perceptual threshold.
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Subliminal fMRI activation as a function of PAS
To gain conclusive evidence that MO specifically activated the
OAS, not only above but also under subliminal perceptual con-
ditions, we further analyzed BOLD responses as a function of PAS

ratings. This allowed us to test whether the presence of a MO
stimulus elicited specific responses in the OAS also in the absence
of subjective awareness, independently of image contrast. We
restricted this analysis to only those subjects that produced com-

Figure 4. BOLD as a function of PAS. All conventions are identical to Figure 2. A, Average (n � 12) behavioral PAS ratings for MO and NO as a function of image contrast level in the subsample
of 12 subjects included in the BOLD analysis as a function of PAS. Vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. We found that contrast (�(4)

2 � 248.51, p � 2.2 � 10 �16), and not manipulability
(�(1)

2 � 0.15, p � 0.699), was a significant predictor of PAS ratings. The Contrast � Manipulability interaction was not significant (�(4)
2 � 0.46, p � 0.977). B, Subliminal MO-specific brain

activation in the OAS and in the left lateral middle temporal gyrus as a function of PAS ratings (n � 12, corrected p � 0.05). PAS(1, 2) � level of the PAS score factor corresponding to CFS trials in
which the reported PAS score was either 1 or 2; PAS(3,4) � level for trials with reported PAS score 3 or 4. C, Subliminal NO-specific brain activation as a function of PAS ratings (n � 12, corrected
p � 0.05), with significant effects in the left and right fusiform gyri.
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parable response frequencies across all PAS levels (Figs. 3, 4A).
The strongest evidence indicated that, as a function of PAS
ratings, MO specifically activated the OAS conforming to a sub-
liminal BOLD amplitude model (i.e., activation both with and
without subjective awareness; Fig. 1C). Significant subliminal ef-
fects were located in the ventral premotor cortex (p � 0.013,
pseudo t � 3.28, 13 voxels, x � �50, y � 12, z � 32), inferior
parietal cortex (p � 0.032, pseudo t � 2.92, 8 voxels, x � �48,

y � �28, z � 44), and in the superior parietal cortex (p � 0.017,
pseudo t � 3.01, 10 voxels, x � �22, y � �66, z � 60). The lateral
middle temporal gyrus (p � 0.022, pseudo t � 2.89, 12 voxels,
x � �46, y � �66, z � �4) also presented a subliminal response
(Fig. 4B). NO-specific subliminal activation was found in the left
(p � 0.016, pseudo t � 3.30, 10 voxels, x � �30, y � �42, z �
�12) and right (p � 0.003, pseudo t � 5.01, 18 voxels, x � 30,
y � �50, z � �8) fusiform gyri (Fig. 4C).

Figure 5. Multivariate pattern analysis. A, MVPA as a function of contrast: confusion matrices reporting the means of the classified MO/NO spmT maps across the significant ( p � 0.005, against
1000 permutations) searchlight spheres, expressed as percentage values, for the analysis of all contrast levels (left), all levels above perceptual threshold (middle), and all levels below perceptual
threshold (right; with fully labeled matrix structure, which is the same for all matrices in A and B). B, MVPA as a function of PAS ratings: map classification means across the significant searchlight
spheres, expressed as percentage values, for the analysis of all PAS levels (left), just the PAS levels indicating presence of subjective awareness (middle), and just the PAS levels indicating absence
of subjective awareness (right). C, MVPA as a function of contrast, all levels below perceptual threshold: actual classification accuracies for the significant searchlights (red lines), against the accuracy
distribution of 1000 random permutations (blue histogram). The black dashed line indicates the chance classification level. D, MVPA as a function of contrast, all levels below perceptual threshold:
anatomical location of the significant searchlights, in the ventral premotor cortex, inferior parietal cortex, lateral middle temporal gyrus, and right fusiform gyrus (Table 4).
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Concomitantly to a subliminal BOLD modulation, we also
found evidence of a step BOLD modulation in the inferior pari-
etal cortex (p � 0.042, pseudo t � 2.72, 1 voxel, x � �44, y �
�30, z � 48), superior parietal cortex (p � 0.003, pseudo t �
3.80, 19 voxels, x � �26, y � �64, z � 60), and in the lateral
middle temporal gyrus (p � 0.032, pseudo t � 2.72, 11 voxels,
x � �44, y � �68, z � �4). This indicates significant activation
both with and without subjective awareness, compared with the
Empty baseline, but relatively stronger activation with than with-
out subjective awareness. NO-specific step BOLD modulation
was found in the left (p � 0.001, pseudo t � 4.35, 38 voxels, x �
�28, y � �46, z � �12) and right (p � 2.0 � 10�4, pseudo t �
4.75, 19 voxels, x � 30, y � �50, z � �8) fusiform gyri.

Multivariate classification of fMRI activation patterns
To evaluate whether the MO versus NO activation differences, as
resulting from the univariate fMRI analyses, pointed to clearly
identifiable object-type-specific neural coding in the OAS, such
that a supporting vector machine classifier would be able to tell
MO from NO activation maps, we also ran a searchlight MVPA
on the same fMRI data.

In the analysis as a function of contrast (Fig. 5A), the MVPA
classifier distinguished MO and NO significantly above chance,
whether we considered all Contrast levels (mean classification
accuracy � 59.5%), just those above perceptual threshold (mean
accuracy � 64.6%), or most importantly, just the contrast levels
below perceptual threshold (mean accuracy � 65.3%). Also in
the analysis as a function of PAS ratings (Fig. 5B), MO and NO
were correctly classified significantly above chance, whether we
considered all PAS levels (mean accuracy � 69.6%), just those
indicating presence of subjective awareness (mean accuracy �
72.4%), or, most importantly, just the PAS levels indicating ab-
sence of subjective awareness (mean accuracy � 69.4%).

In all these classification analyses, the significant searchlights
(Fig. 5C) were located in subsets of the anatomical regions of
interest (Table 1) that spanned both the dorsal and ventral visuo-
motor pathways (Fig. 5D; Table 4).

Discussion
Resting upon unambiguous behavioral evidence of an absence of
subjective awareness for object stimuli presented with image con-
trasts below perceptual threshold, our fMRI results indicate that
action-related properties of MO are capable of triggering a visuo-

motor functional response, even under unaware processing con-
ditions. Consistently across all the different univariate analyses
of BOLD signal that we performed, whether considering picture
contrast levels below perceptual threshold, as imposed by the
experimenters, or the absence of subjective awareness, based on
the participants’ responses, the subliminal MO-specific activa-
tion extended to the left-lateralized premotor-parietal OAS and,
outside the OAS, in the lateral posterior temporal cortex. This
left-hemispheric premotor-parietal-temporal network was also
consistently implicated in the multivariate searchlight decoding
of MO- versus NO-specific activation patterns, again both when
considering contrast levels below perceptual threshold and the
absence of subjective awareness. Whereas numerous studies have
previously found activation in this left-hemispheric premotor-
parietal-temporal network for visible manipulable objects (Chao
and Martin, 2000; Grèzes et al., 2003; Canessa et al., 2008; Caspers
et al., 2010; Macdonald and Culham, 2015; Ishibashi et al., 2016),
our study clearly demonstrates that comparable functional effects
also occur under unaware perceptual conditions.

Among the brain regions displaying either MO-specific or
NO-specific subliminal BOLD activation, those located more
ventrally (i.e., fusiform gyri and lateral occipitotemporal cortex)
showed the highest degree of concomitant linearity, with rela-
tively greater activation as contrast and subjective awareness in-
creased. More dorsally, the premotor-parietal cortices instead
displayed a more stable activation level across image contrasts,
below and above perceptual threshold. All things considered, the
single most important observation with respect to our hypothe-
ses is that even the MO-specific brain regions displaying a linearly
increasing activation, at the same time presented a significant
activation below the perceptual threshold, as indicated by the
concomitant subliminal response profile. This pattern of results
clearly differs from an alternative possibility for which we found
no evidence in our data, namely, linearly increasing activation,
with significant activation only above and not below perceptual
threshold. In contrast, radically distinct (i.e., all or none) fMRI
response profiles as a function of awareness in posterior dorsal
versus ventral areas were observed for tool pictures in previous
CFS studies, although with conflicting results, possibly due to
methodological factors (e.g., mask textures) differing among
studies (Ludwig and Hesselmann, 2015). A fMRI study (Fang and
He, 2005) showed tool-specific activation to be restricted in the
dorsal visual stream, with no relevant contribution of ventral
visual stream brain regions. Behavioral CFS studies were largely
supportive of these findings, providing evidence of tool-selective
responses compatible with an engagement of dorsal visual stream
brain regions (Almeida et al., 2008, 2010). Other studies did not
find any activation of the dorsal visual stream for unawarely pro-
cessed tool stimuli (Hesselmann and Malach, 2011; Hesselmann
et al., 2011; Fogelson et al., 2014; Ludwig et al., 2015, 2016).

It must be noted that all the previously mentioned CFS studies
limited their focus to posterior brain regions along the dorsal and
ventral visual streams, compatible with a purely visual account of
decoding the action properties of manipulable objects (Goodale
and Milner, 1992; Milner and Goodale, 2008). However, the en-
coding, storage, and retrieval of manipulable object knowledge
has been shown to depend crucially on the functional involve-
ment of more anterior brain regions along the dorsal pathway,
notably the premotor cortex (Johnson-Frey, 2004; Lewis, 2006;
Caspers et al., 2010; Ishibashi et al., 2016). Canonical neurons in
premotor-parietal circuits constitute a fundamental neurophys-
iological correlate of the visuomotor transformation of manipu-
lable object perceptual information (Gallese et al., 1996; Murata

Table 4. Number and anatomical location of the significant searchlights in the
MVPAs as a function of either contrast or PAS ratings, with respect to the set of
regions-of-interest, based on the meta-analysis on tool-related cognition by
Ishibashi et al. (2016)

MVPA by contrast MVPA by PAS ratings

All
levels

Below
perceptual
threshold

Above
perceptual
threshold

All
levels

Without
subjective
awareness

With
subjective
awareness

No. of significant searchlights
( p � 0.005, against
1000 permutations)

63 6 79 5 3 8

L ventral premotor cortex Yes Yes — Yes — —
L dorsal premotor cortex — — — — Yes —
L inferior parietal cortex Yes Yes Yes — Yes —
L superior parietal cortex Yes — — — — Yes
L lateral middle temporal

gyrus
Yes Yes Yes — Yes Yes

L fusiform gyrus Yes — Yes Yes — Yes
R fusiform gyrus Yes Yes Yes Yes — Yes
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et al., 1997). This evidence of an involvement of the premotor
cortex prompts a visuomotor account, as opposed to a purely
visual account, of manipulable object representation (Buxbaum
and Kalénine, 2010). Accordingly, we show here for the first time
that both ventral and dorsal visual streams, extending into ante-
rior parietal and premotor regions, that is, into the entire OAS,
support unaware processing of visual MO information. The ven-
tral and the premotor-parietal streams have been shown to code
for the manipulability and functional properties of tools in se-
mantic memory (Canessa et al., 2008). The issue of semantic
memory is relevant in the context of the present study, because
the visual presentation of an object picture under CFS, followed
by a subjective rating of perceptual awareness, enforced object
identification at the conceptual-semantic level. There were no
overt task assignments that implied imagining or carrying out
actions toward depicted manipulable objects. This, at least in
principle, opens the possibility that the visuomotor coding of
MO-specific features such as manipulability and affordance be-
comes integrated into the conceptual-semantic representation of
the perceived manipulable objects. Our results may therefore be
compatible with embodied and grounded cognition theories of
conceptual knowledge, which postulate the participation of per-
ceptual and motor cortices in the semantic representation of ma-
nipulable objects (Kiefer and Pulvermüller, 2012; Lambon Ralph
et al., 2017). Though our data cannot advocate for one particular
theoretical position along the spectrum from secondary or weak
to strong embodiment (Binder and Desai, 2011; Meteyard et al.,
2012), they are consistent with the general view that a detailed
conceptual representation extends over a distributed brain sys-
tem comprising levels or nodes that encode the kind of experien-
tial information relevant for the represented entity (Binder and
Desai, 2011; Kiefer and Barsalou, 2012). In keeping with this
view, we propose to interpret our finding of MO-specific ventral
and dorsal stream activation as suggestive of visuomotor coding
of tool-related features that contributes in forming the concep-
tual knowledge of the depicted tool objects, even at subliminal
levels.

In this study, the results of the univariate analysis, and to a
large extent also those of the multivariate analysis, implicate the
ventral premotor rather than the dorsal premotor cortex in the
aware and unaware processing of MO. Among the OAS regions,
as defined based on the meta-analysis by Ishibashi et al. (2016),
the left dorsal premotor cortex was the one that showed the less
responsivity, if any, to tool pictures. One possibility for this lack
of response is that the left dorsal premotor cortex, unlike the
other OAS regions, is exclusively involved in a dorso-dorsal
visuomotor stream coding for structural action affordances dur-
ing online hand-object interactions, as opposed to a ventrodorsal
stream coding off-line object manipulability (Buxbaum and
Kalénine, 2010; Sakreida et al., 2016). An alternative possibility is
the dorsal premotor cortex’s role in internally generated action
sequences, as opposed to visually cued object target coding, the
latter rather involving the ventral premotor cortex (Ohbayashi et
al., 2016).

A possible concern might be that the stronger OAS response
that we observed for MO, both with and without awareness, is not
due to their specific visual characteristics of manipulability and
affordance, but rather to irrelevant perceptual dimensions, such
as visual salience or object shape. Previous behavioral studies
using CFS have cast doubts on whether unaware processing in the
dorsal visual stream may be indeed due to the manipulability of
tool objects, or simply to their typical elongated shape. Compa-
rable effects were indeed found for elongated entities of other

semantic categories, such as vegetables, geometrical shapes, or
animals (Sakuraba et al., 2012; Hesselmann et al., 2016). How-
ever, neuroimaging studies using fully visible stimuli have dem-
onstrated that, although shape elongation is a primary factor in
determining dorsal visual stream activation responses (Fabbri et
al., 2016), tool-specific activation in dorsal stream regions occur
even after controlling for elongation (Macdonald and Culham,
2015; Chen et al., 2017). Building upon such subtle experimental
disentanglement of perceptual dimensions, we took care to carefully
match the elongation shape of our MO and NO picture stimuli.
Visual complexity was also carefully matched. Altogether, these con-
siderations make the caveat on irrelevant perceptual dimension
quite unlikely. Also, the fact that, outside the OAS, NO pictures
elicited patterns of increased BOLD activation compared with
MO, provides evidence of a functional double dissociation that is
not compatible with a simple explanation based on a putative
greater visual salience for MO than for NO pictures. NO-specific
BOLD responses were found in the fusiform gyri, both with and
without perceptual awareness, and this finding is consistent with
previous studies that also showed the involvement of this brain
region in the representation of non-manipulable inanimate ob-
jects (Ishai et al., 2000; Saccuman et al., 2006).

Recent evidence has demonstrated that visual objects that are
not consciously perceived give rise to a neurophysiological re-
sponse signature that is indistinguishable from that generated by
consciously perceived objects (Fahrenfort et al., 2017). Our re-
sults confirm and extend these findings, in that they provide
crucial evidence of the intimate neural coupling between visual
perception and motor representation that underlies manipulable
object processing, endowing the brain with an efficient mecha-
nism for monitoring and planning actions and reactions to exter-
nal world’s stimuli, even if these stimuli momentarily escape
awareness.
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